FROM THE MATCH COMMITTEE.
January 2019
All members please read the rules board outside the Pro shop. This rule board not only tells the local
rules that apply to the course everyday, there is also a section that has all temporary rules that apply
to the course, these rules come and go and have a limited life on the course and your game. Not
knowing the rules is not an excuse.
The Match Committee dedicated a huge amount of time in the last 6 months attempting to get all
members up to speed with the changes to the rules, for this reason we have elected NOT to implement
a grace period for these new rules. Please read your rule book and download the APP and continue to
learn them.
At Caboolture Golf Club we value our sponsors. If as a sponsor you choose to show your support with
a donated trophy (an item or gift) please make sure it is ready to be presented on your day. If however
you choose to donate money that goes towards points for your day, we would ask that to ensure your
support is received and recognised, that you please hand any money over the bar to one of the staff,
they will give you a receipt and duplicate this receipt with your name on it so we can better keep track
of our sponsors. If you wish to become a sponsor, please see our friendly office staff.
The 2019 Fixtures Book is here. The cost this year is $3.
A big thank you to Ken McGrogan for sponsoring our junior pennant team for 2019. Your generous
sponsorship will provide new uniforms and other essentials for the team.
In recognition of sponsors the online booking page will now show the competition and the sponsor
for the day.
This year the Ball rundown payout for ALL Single Nett events will be graded. These events include
Monthly Medals, Championships, Spring Cup and Easter Cup. This rundown will be distributed
according to how many players are in each Grade/Division.
The Men’s Eclectic for 2018 has been finalised and the payouts were Graded. There are Winners and
Runners up in each grade and a ball rundown of 3rd to 6th place. Results will be posted on the Match
notice board. The Men’s Eclectic for 2019 will also be graded.
If it is at all possible please share your cart with other members in the group. Ask yourself, if there are
4 players in my group do we really need to be driving 4 carts?
The bunkers on the 17th both left and right side that are nearest to the tee, and the right side at the
top of the hill on 6 are now WASTELAND. Wasteland is no different from any other area of the course,
play as you lie, if there is casual water talk to your marker and take the appropriate relief drop under
the new rules. You can ground the club, the rules are as if you were playing on the grass.
In the last few months several members have approached Match about incidents where cheating was
involved. We understand from a markers point of view no one wants to be the member to report and
complain about another member, however, if something happens that you have a serious question
about please DON’T sign the players card, write ON the card the reason why you are refusing to sign
the card and hand it to a member of Match or even into the Proshop. We will receive the card and
investigate what happen. We will talk in person to or phone all parties involved and take the
appropriate action. Also, it is important to remember, a marker whom completes an incorrect card
can be DISQUILIFIED for knowingly doing so. Please keep integrity in our beloved game.
Thank You – Match Committee.

